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INDIA’SSTANDPOINT ON THE PLATFORM OF DEFENCE
History over its course has always proved that most conflicts are always resolved by an element of might, which can be might
of the peace or that of an atom. Greatness of many civilizations and realms has been so decided by mightiness.
In this article, subjects related to defence power of India have been discussed with respect to the stance adopted. Sitting on
probably one of the most volatile and vital region of the world, India in 21st century has graduated to a whole new level.
Ranking 4th in terms of military power, it can be said that being such a young nation she has done a sterling job. Two of its
predecessors in the list lie in the same continent as India and she has divergent views towards both of them. The demurred
Indian armed forces have been put to use, chiefly to maintain peace, in and on the periphery of India. From battling Naxalites,
militants, terrorists to battling LTTE and liberating Bangladesh and Maldives from aggressors, every Indian mission ensures
patriotism through its civilians. Despite this, the figures of quantum always bet quality; Indian defence technology is still
immaturely outdated. Being so, was always preferred by all the then developed nations
as they saw India as a potential and an unhazardous nation. Most of the nation’s budget
was spent to socio-economic development and partly for defence. This seemed
appropriate given the fact that we were still struggling to put food on table. Despite
this,most of the military engagements happened in this period, majority of them
proving to be successful. Even opening the market to foreign investment in 1991 didn’t
affect the defence industry at all. Moderate yet continuous efforts were always made to
increase assets in the force. Through the late 90’s to 2010, various defence pacts and
deals were signed, whose main agendas were indigenous developments and asset
acquisitions. Though acquiring assets was quicker, the indigenization took a long time
to show visible results.
All of this suddenly changed after of 2010. Nearing the end of 2nd term of Congress
regime under Dr. Manmohan Singh, a wave of modernization process started to garner
attention, most of them being advanced weapon system, numerous indigenous and
collaborated missile system and armored vehicles. The biggest and most observable achievement was the acquisition of INS
Vikramaditya. Unfortunately, for the UPA government this came right at the time of their downfall because of various reasons,
due to which they were not able to celebrate their efforts for such an acquisition. In 2014, the landslide victory by the NDA
government proved to be a major windfall gain, other than that for obvious reasons, but by the fact that they could reap on
the efforts of their previous governments. In the nick of time, NDA government was right in place when all the research and
associated processes were about to show results. For instance, Kolkata class destroyers,Kalwari class submarines, INS Vikrant
and INS Vishal developments, F-INSAS programme, induction of HAL Tejas, Rafale deal and auxiliary pending deliveries by
other countries, were credited only under NDA’s name. Since the 2014 general election, tothe present, never has the UPA
government acknowledged for its role in Indian Armed Force’s modernization. The UPA government has been a bitter part of
our history, but it only seems apt to thank them for all the efforts put forward
to implement programmes and deals for safeguarding our nation.
On the other hand, when all such accomplishments seem to make Indians
proud, there is a certain chunk of the society which fears this. All through the
history, never has India invaded anybody, but such gratitude was not always
returned. India maintains that it is a peaceful country, giving more gravity to
diplomatic negotiations rather retaliatory measures. But, the recent headlines
with regards to all the military developments do not depict the same. As
mentioned before, India sits in a hotspot with perpetual state of alert from
both China and Pakistan and right above a major trade route to Indian Ocean.
Many have lauded India’s stance on both piracy in Indian Ocean and
sympathizing with countries in South China Sea, who are victims of China’s aggression. This only acted as a catalyst for India
to become more formidable and audacious in its actions. Massive increase in social networking and robust speeches have made
India into an angry young nation; every time there has been cross border firing or incursions, the civilian population gets all
riled up. In various scenarios, such steps were taken which were lauded by the public, despite the fact that they were
contentious in nature. In India’s struggle for UNSC permanent seat, andat least one defence pact with every country that
Prime Minister, NarendraModi visited, regular achievements in research and designing, higher numbers of military exercises;
all prove the point that India is ready for a higher form of war.
The Ditcheley Foundation in UK, states the fact that risk of running into conflict in future is likely to be caused by the
tensions between India and Pakistan. Although in many aspects India will be having an upper hand in case there is ever a war,

but Pakistan on the other hand possesses nuclear stockpile which acts as a deterrent. The
recent test launch of Shaheen 3 puts major Indian cities including the capital New Delhi
under Pakistan’s nuclear radar. China on the other hand, also escalated its military
development projects. For instance, the recent showcase of Chengdu J-20, the indigenously
built aircraft carrier supports the claim. One rarely gets a glimpse of inside China, so it is hard
to say what the Chinese might be developing for future. Also the fact that both China and
Pakistan are working on various deals is a cause of concern. Finally, one would like to ask a
question as to whether India should slow down on its military ambitions so as to decrease
tension and rely on international treaties and pacts. Should India take such an action, she will
always run the risk of being monopolized. Despite everything, this decade has and will be a
decisive period and only time will tell whether this will give a categorical answer or will this
be a second version of Cold War!?

K. SaiPrashanth Reddy
BBA LLB, Semester 2
Symbiosis Law School, Hyderabad

HEALTHCARE IN ARMED CONFLICT
Most wars nowadays are civil wars, and in many of today's conflicts civilians have become the main targets of violence. Armies count
of their own losses, but there is no agency whose job it is to keep a tally on civilians killed In many cases, the conflict eventually becomes
so dangerous that the international community finds itself obliged to intervene. But, the most effective interventions are not military.
Wherever possible intervention should consist in preventive diplomacy and correcting the causes of conflict such as ethnic tension and
poverty -(Kofi Annan)

Abstract:

This essay at the outset argues about the nature and significance of healthcare
system for human lives. It then furthermore analyses the impact of armed conflict
on the health care. The essay tries to assess the impact of armed conflict on
healthcare facilities, children, and the risk of trauma. It emphasizes upon the
nature of law of war and its significant role in securing human lives from the
affliction caused by armed conflicts and direct health assistance of ICRC to get rid
of human lives from the terrifying impacts caused by the conflicts. The essay also
discusses about the role of state actors, governments and its local mechanisms on
healthcare system during armed conflict and argues to place them as unforfeitable
components to confront breakdown of healthcare system during armed conflict.

Introduction:

The term ‘healthcare’ connotes any activity with the inherent intention of improving the physical, mental and social status of
human beings.The constitution of WHO refers to ‘health’ as a universal right1 . The constitution, which went into power on
7 April of 1948, sharply proclaims wellbeing as fundamental to joy, agreeable relations and security surprisingly and, on the
double, one of the major privileges of each person without qualification of race, religion, political conviction, financial or social
condition.Two essential components of a decent healthcare facility in times of armed conflict and crises are: (a) meaningful
access to healthcare without discrimination and (b) protect the right to health in times of armed conflict.
During any clamorous situations like that of an armed conflict, the system that seems to be whetted down is mostly the
healthcare system. There is no exception amid such mayhem, uphill or downhill. According to the study, conducted by the
International Institute for strategic studies, despite fewer wars, number of deaths
have increased due to intensification of violence2, which makes it even more
important for the countries to focus on retaining , improving and developing
adequate medical facilities , which are requisite in times of crises such as the armed
conflict or even an epidemic breakout.
Sara E Davies , Global Politics of health (Polity Press 2009) 63
https://www.iiss.org/en/about%20us/press%20room/press%20releases/press%20releases/
archive/2015-4fe9/may-6219/armed-conflict-survey-2015-press-statement-a0be
3
[2004] UKHL 22
1
2

Healthcare system rules and regulations should be strengthened up in such a manner that it becomes clamorous for the parties
to use it as launching attacks, storing weapons or for any other illegal purpose harming the adverse party.
Mere adoption of international conventions and treaties related to International Humanitarian Law and International Human
Rights by the countries wouldn't be enough in this regard. Stricter and efficient implementation of laws having horizontal
effect by the legislation of those countries who haven’t adopted those international mechanisms, or countries, if so, their
conditions require, can frame up vertical
laws independent of the international mechanism.In the United Kingdom, in
3
Campbell v Mirror Group Newspapers the House of Lords found that while the Human Rights Act 1998 cannot create new
causes of action between individuals, "if there is a relevant cause of action, the court as a public authority must act compatibly
with both parties’ Convention rights”.

IMPACT HEALTHCARE DURING CONFLICT AND NATURE OF LAW OF WAR:

Main problem related to health care during armed conflict, is noncompliance or non-reverence of the provisions enshrined in
the Geneva Convention as of 1949 and it’s additional protocol, which was formulated to provide medical and other
humanitarian assistance to the wounded and also introduced the protective symbols such as the red crescent, red cross and red
crystal which facilitates an ease in identification of medical
installations.Conflicts which are covered by the Armed Conflict Survey
indicate that the dislocation caused by the wars have dramatically
affected the government services, particularly education, healthcare and
the economic development. Thus, emphasis on the need for adoption of
comprehensive social welfare policies and laws, strengthening the
existing legislation to tackle the existing obstacles in imparting effective
healthcare services to the wounded, protection of healthcare institution
and workers are to be taken into account.
Another problem is its socioeconomic impact on the health of the
women. For instance, Democratic Republic of Congo has been a victim
of armed conflict since 1996 and since then 5.4 million people have been murdered and 500,000 to 1,000,000 women have
been raped .As a result of permanent insecurity including frequent massacres, burning of villages and plundering of personal
property and crops, millions of Congolese people, especially in eastern regions, have been displaced with around 1.3 million
in internal refugee camps. Rural populations have abandoned farming that was the main source of employment, food, and
income.The result of such conflict is a) decreased food production, b) worsening food insecurity and malnutrition, c) reduced
household income and d) reduced health
Assaults on social insurance offices amid furnished roughness and unsettling influences tend to fall into four principle
classifications. The main is the intentional focus of such places to increase military point of interest by denying rivals and those
apparent to bolster them of restorative help for wounds supported. The second classification of assault is children as opposed
tomilitary point of interest fundamentally. The third sort of assault is unexpected shelling– "inadvertent blow-back" from a
rocket for a military target. The fourth and maybe most regular type of roughness submitted against human services offices is
the plundering of medications and therapeutic hardware.

SOLUTIONS

To tackle degrading condition of healthcare system in an armed conflict one requires requisite knowledge of the prevailing
situation and the amount of resources possessed by the country involved in the conflict.The following below are some of the
feasible solutions which can be carried out , however care has to be taken
that they are effectively implemented.
1)

4
5

To tackle perfidy the United Nations and/or regional bodies, can
form a special task force during the ongoing conflict which have to be
deployed at the hospital institutions to protect the health care
workers present at those institutions. The budget of such program to
be established in accordance with financial stability of the member
nations who are willing to contribute the troops.

Armed Conflict Survey 2015, Arundel House London, remarks by Nigel Inkster
2011 Apr;71(2):192-6.

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

To reduce the risk of trauma on the affected parties, effective rehabilitation programmes to be established.
Health care awareness programmes to be initiated to ensure public cognizance of such rights as enshrined under
International and Regional Human Rights Law.
Combatants unwilling to comply with the ‘International Law on the Conduct of Hostilities’ should be given stringent
punishment such as public execution, and life imprisonment.
The source and passage of funds received by the combatants or rebels to carry out
activities such as perfidy should be tracked effectively and should be frozen and blocked
respectively.
Both direct and indirect attacks by combatants on the health care workers should be
prevented by beefing up the security provided to them and also by providing them with
required self-defensetraining.
Regular /timely investigation of all the possible health care institution to be carried by
third party country so as to check storage of arms and ammunition and confiscate them
without bias towards any party involved.
Discrimination has to be checked upon and equal access to be given in terms of quality
and adequate health care facilities to the wounded regardless of the gender, sex, creed,
Ruchira Bali
ethnic group or nationality.
BBA LLB, Semester 2
Symbiosis Law School, Hyderabad

LOST IDENTITY – THE CASE OF PAKISTANI HINDU REFUGEES IN
INDIA
When a war is fought and the countries mourn at the loss, there are some silent but loud souls who have no time to mourn at
what is gone, because they fear what is coming, their future is dark and they
know that even their own soil cannot shelter them safely anymore. A long
struggle for independence finally saw its bright dawn on 15 August 1947. They
were free from the clutches of the British; the countrymen finally got their
freedom. A democratic India was formed and along with that was formed
another budding new independent nation, Pakistan. The two nation theory was
out in action and while the political representatives of each nation signed their
respective treaty, thousands of innocents were uprooted from their ancient
homes and were forced to migrate. An ugly side of the war was seen as millions
of Sikhs, Muslims, and Hindus migrated to their preferred nation during the
months surrounding independence. But, many were victimized to the brutal
slaughtering that followed every war or struggle. Even today, we cannot even
give the perfect number of people who immigrated to the other land. A trip
towards Rajasthan, opens the doors to a whole new make shift camp of Pakistani Hindu immigrants to India. Over 11000
Pakistani Hindu immigrants crossed the border into Indian states. No! These people are not criminals finding a way to escape,
but they are the commoners, searching for shelter, peace, and searching for their identity.
Now, the question may arise as to why these people left Pakistan and came to India? Well, the answer to this question is dark,
they are not welcomed in Pakistan because they are Hindus, the Pakistani judiciary system is dominated by the strong influence
of the fatwa makes it difficult for people who are Hindus to get justice. The financially backward Hindus
11
constantly face oppression from the non-Hindu population; their daughters and sisters are snatched from them, turned into
Islam, wedded forcibly with someone triple her age and never to see her family again. They are moving to India in search of
their dignity and most importantly for their identity, and security to their families. They are tired of being ripped away from
their daughters and sisters, leading a life of fear, being just a face in crowd who actually have no existence. They are entering
into India, mostly into Rajasthan through the Thar Express way. But, entry into India hasn’t given them any respite too. At the
outset, they are deprived of shelters and with a great difficulty they have to adjust in tents. Their school degrees have no value
here. In spite of fulfilling the category of being a Refugee, they are denied of their status as our Indian government did not sign
the 1951 United Nations Refugee Convention which grants persecuted migrants refugee status. They have to wait for 7 years
before they can apply for Indian Citizenship.
So now we come to the question who are they? What is their identity? These unidentified people, in spite of having decent
education are turning into hawkers to support their families. To add to the misery, they are targeted as objects of suspicion by

local Indians. Jamna Devi, 50, who spent almost her entire life in Pakistan, crossed the
border with great expectations. “Women are also disrespected there, “she said. “We had
to face verbal jibes, sometimes they were directed at us, sometimes towards our religion
and customs. We were scared; however, coming here has been no good for us until now
as people don’t treat us well here either. We are being neglected both by society and the
Indian government.” Sometimes they are even denied of being provided with a passport
and have to leave their family members behind.
Under these dire situations, a true soul who could see beyond religion, nation and caste,
and he who can only see humanity is a
61-year-old former customs officer and policeman Nahar Singh (in the photo below),
who said the cost of feeding and housing these refugees shall be borne by various Hindu
groups such as the Vishva Hindu Parishad and the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh. “I
have made repeated attempts requesting the government to grant them citizenship,” he said.
“But in these years I have received no confirmation
from the Indian authorities”. In an election campaign
conducted in Jaipur on April 12, 2014, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi promised to end the suffering of these
immigrants and also to provide them with security and
proper citizenship. Currently, this is their only hope for a better future.
“When things fall apart, the children of the land scurry and scatter like birds escaping a burning
sky....They will never be the same again because you cannot be the same once you leave behind who
and what you are, you just cannot be the same....Look at them leaving in droves, despite knowing
they will be welcomed with restraint in those strange lands because they do not belong”
-NoViolet Bulawayo
Monalisa Mukherjee
BBA LLB, Semester 2
Symbiosis Law School, Hyderabad

STATUS OF WOMEN’S HEALTH IN INDIA
India is a country where it is ironical that women enjoy great respect and status as she is taken to be a form of God, but in the
real world, she is given inhuman treatment. As Meera Khanna writes,
They call you Devi, Yet you are a curse
You are Annapoorna, Yet denied food You are Saraswathi, Yet unlettered
You have a temple, only your womb is denied
You have divinity, but denied life.
This article tries to explore deeper into the problems faced by women due to their socio- economic background and other
reasons by taking the help of various statistical indexes that reveal the actual status of health of women's health in India. It
focuses on the trend in five key areas of women's health issues: unequal treatment, nutritional status, violence against women,
maternal and child health and quality care. It also provides special attention to the fact that health includes physical, mental,
psychological and biological well-being.
INTRODUCTION
The condition of women's health is not very good in India. The health status of women is directly and intrinsically related to
their social status. India is a country with deep-rooted and deeply entrenched patriarchal values and system. It is believed that
the family business and legacy will be carried out by the son and there is more demand for son or a male child in the country.
Apart from the patriarchal norms, some women of the country have to face the double jeopardy of being a woman and/or
hailing from a lower class; making the discrimination of the girl child more prevalent. In some states like Punjab, Haryana,
Bihar, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh and Gujarat, the practice of seclusion and deprivation prevail.
The common notion is that the family lineage is carried down by the son of the family, but actually, it is the woman who does
it by giving birth to a child. The society neglects this fact and always considers men to be superior to women. When there is a

desire for a male child, and instead of it a female is born, then, the whole family blames the mother, although it is a biologically
proven fact that it is the father's gene that determines the sex of the child. The typical female advantage in life expectancy is
not seen in India and this suggests there are systematic problems in women's healthcare.
WOMEN'S HEALTH IN INDIA
There are many risk factors in a woman's life. In India, a vast majority of the households rely on biofuels (wood, dung, etc) for
cooking. Cooking, being a female domain in the household, the pollutants arising from the burning of such bio-fuels affect
women (and young children) disproportionately, with consequences on their health such as respiratory tract infections,
blindness and asthma for instance. In many households, there are working women. They have to earn for the family and also
do their duty as a mother, wife or daughter-in-law. Thus, this creates more pressure on them and they have very little leisure
time or free time for themselves and to look after their own health. They hardly get time to take proper rest and this adversely
affects their health. Also, they have low nutritional intake. Domestic violence has severe impact on the health of women. The
form of assault experienced by the women ranged from kicks and beatings (with instruments or otherwise) to strangulation
and burning affect their health directly. The status of women in India is depressed on many socio- economic indices with low
literacy rates, poor participation in political processes, concentration in low skilled and low paying economic activities and a
culture that values motherhood and care giving roles in women. Born in such a milieu, the girl child (especially one born
higher in the birth order to a family having older girls) is, in many ways, unwanted and disadvantaged. For varying reasons
such as the safeguarding of the physical security and ‘modesty’ of the girl, the deeply embedded notions of patriliny and the
cultural value placed on the son(s), dowry (and its consequences on the family’s economic security), the girl child faces a battle
even before her birth. An undesirable fallout of the declining fertility in India has been that lives of girl children have been
compromised to restrict the family size of many middle and upper class families - a case of demographics and gender equity
being at odds6.

Every day, about 800 women die due to complications of pregnancy and child birth, including severe bleeding after childbirth,
infections, hypertensive disorders, and unsafe abortions. Out of the 800, 440 deaths occurred in sub-Saharan Africa and 230
in Southern Asia, compared to five in high-income countries7.
Unequal treatment of women:A girl child becomes a victim of discrimination, seclusion and extortion from even before her birth. After her birth, she has to
face many other problems up to adolescence. This is the time when they actually need proper care and nutrition but they are
deprived of all these things that they deserve. Poverty obviously is one of the major reasons behind all the plights of men and
women, but it affects the women badly.
The women folk have a scanty amount of freedom in decision making matters, freedom of
money and accessibility. They generally are not literate which compels them in working in the unorganized agricultural sector
where they are exploited by their owners and given a meager amount in return of their hard work. But, a positive point here
to be noted is that the rural women have greater freedom in earning than compared to the urban women.
Nutrition
Women take little care of their nutrition. They do not have their food properly and thus suffer from nutritional deficiency.
Manasree Mishra, Gendered Vulnerabilities: Women’s Health and Access to Healthcare, published by CEHAT(Centre for enquiry into Health and Allied
Themes)
7
http://www.who.int/gho/women_and_health/en/ , as accessed on 28/11/15.
6

Nutritional deficiency can manifest in an array of disorders like protein
energy malnutrition, night blindness, iodine deficiency disorders,
anemia, stunting, low Body Mass Index and low birth weight.
Improper nutritional intake is also responsible for diseases like
coronary heart disease, hypertension, non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus and cancer, among others (Shetty, 2004). Iodine deficiency
disorder like goiter is prevalent in the Himalayan region and hilly states
of India. Economic prosperity alone cannot be a sufficient condition
for good nutritional status of a population, the state of Maharashtra in western India being a prime example in this regard.
Maharashtra has one of the highest per capita incomes among states in the country, but is marked by poor nutritional profile
of its people. More than half the households in both the rural and urban areas of the state receive less than the prescribed
adequate amount of calorific intake and the situation has worsened in the rural areas of the state in the past twenty years
(Duggal, 2002).
Cultural practices also disadvantage women in many ways. In India, a woman is expected to eat only after feeding her entire
family. Sometimes in poor households where the food is less, she has to sleep without having food. Married women, on the
other hand are expected to eat the leftover food of their husband. Thus, the nutrition profile of the country is not only
indicative of the deprivation that disadvantaged social groups suffer from but also provides a vivid picture of the double burden
of nutritional disorders that differentially affect social groups in the country.
Violence against women:Research by Usha Prabhakar published in 2003 shows that the effects of violence can be devastating to a woman's reproductive
health, as well as to other aspects of her physical and mental wellbeing8.
In addition to causing injury, violence increases woman's long-term risk of a number of other health problems, including
chronic pain, physical disability, drug and alcohol abuse, and depression. Women with a history of physical or sexual abuse also
have increased risk for unintended pregnancy, sexually transmitted infections, and adverse pregnancy outcomes9.
Violence against women can also have negative consequences for the children of victims. Children have a soft and impressive
mind which is easily influenced and they start believing in what they see. For a child to see his/her mother or next of kin been
beaten or been harassed, it creates a bad impact on his/her mind and also terrorizes him/her.
Maternal and Child healthcare:A major number of health problems in Indian women are related to high rates of fertility. Research has shown that numerous
pregnancies and closely spaced births erode a mother’s nutritional status, which can negatively affect pregnancy outcome (e.g.
premature births, low birth-weight babies) and also increase the health risks for mothers10.
The risk of a woman in a developing country dying from a pregnancy-related cause during her lifetime is about 25 times higher
compared to a woman living in a developed country. Maternal mortality is a health indicator that shows very wide gaps
between rich and poor, both between countries and within them11.
The World Health Organization and United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) estimate that India’s maternal mortality ratio
is lower than that in Bangladesh and Nepal but higher than for Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The level of maternal mortality varies
greatly by state, with Gujarat having the lowest ratio (47) and four states (Assam, Bihar, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh) having
ratios over 500. This is most likely related to differences in the socioeconomic status of women and access to healthcare services
among the states12.
Reproductive Tract Infections (RTIs) and Sexually Transmitted Infection (STIs) are more common in women than compared
to men and women are lees able to prevent exposure to such diseases. Abortion and Infertility also leads to various problems
like early infections, menstrual irregularities, vaginal discharge, etc. Reducing fertility is important for improving the overall
health of women. Increasing contraceptive use is one way to reduce fertility. Knowledge of family planning is almost universal
in India, but its implementation was only 36%, 43% and 49% in NFHS-1, NFHS-2 and NFHS-3, respectively.
Prabhakar U. Violence against women. Nursing Journal of India 2003. available:http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa4036/ is_200307/ai_n9276717
Saha UC, Saha KB, A trend in Women’s Health in India-What has been achieved and what can be done, Available from: http://www.rrh.org.au.
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Jejeebhoy SJ, Saumya RR. Unsafe motherhood: a review of reproductive health. In: M Das Gupta.
8
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Quality Care
The Quality care factor is missing in India. There are a very few hospitals or Clinics which
provide quality health services to people. The hospitals, dispensaries, clinics and diagnostic
centers have become a place meant merely for business and earning money. Corruption
has spread its roots there also and it is difficult to find a good doctor these days. One
cannot even trust the doctors as there are many doctors with fake degrees and zero
knowledge. They end up prescribing the wrong medicine and their diagnosis is wrong.
Sometimes, they perform the surgery even when it is not needed. There are many cases
where the uterus of women has been removed although there was no actual need to do so.
Life expectancy at birth for both sexes, increased by 5 year(s) between 2000 - 2012. In
2012, healthy expectancy in both sexes was 9 year(s) lower than overall life expectancy at
birth. This lost healthy life expectancy represents 9 equivalent year(s) of full health lost
through years lived with morbidity and disability13. 71 years was the average life expectancy at birth of the global population
in 201314.It is thus important to ensure quality care so as to increase the life expectancy.
ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE
Access has ‘five key elements’, namely, geographic or physical accessibility; economic accessibility; administrative accessibility;
cognitive accessibility, and psychosocial accessibility (Bertrand, et.al., 1995:65). There is an urban bias in the country’s
healthcare infrastructure. There is a large and disproportionate presence of hospitals in urban areas while some rural areas lack
even a dispensary. These hospitals are multitasking hospitals and highly technologically advanced which is usually costly and
expensive. Such hospitals provide for mental illness, fertility, cardiologist, surgeon and cure for almost all types of problems.
Thus, it is usually the urban elite who have access to these places, while the rural folk cannot afford the fee or they are played
out by caste discrimination. Women, especially have no access to these hospitals are thus deprived of proper healthcare facilities
that they are entitled to.
CONCLUSION
From the above article, it is clear that women have an inferior health status which
is not at all a good indicator for the growth of the individuals of a nation. Some
major steps have to be taken to improve the above discussed problem. Educating
the women of the nation is one of the major steps in preventing the same. Women
empowerment needs to be promoted especially in the rural area. This will boost
them economically also and it will be easier for them to overcome social evil
practices like dowry system, preferential treatment of sons and other similar
problems and taboos.
The family has been frequently referred as the 'primary site of discrimination’, which will change gradually as women become
literate and self-dependent financially. They will, then not be suppressed or oppressed as they will be aware of their rights and
will raise their voice if anyone commits any wrong against them. Teaching a woman is like teaching the entire family. Some
major steps have to be taken by the Government like regulating the private sector. The private
sector aims at making maximum profit possible, overlooking the interest of the society and
their needs. It is a dominant provider of curative needs and thus has to be inexpensive and
affordable for all class of the society. The public healthcare sector needs to be strengthened
and the health system should be made gender sensitive. If possible, the Government can issue
health cards on the basis of which poor and weaker sections and especially women and
children get medicine at low rates and other medical facilities at a cheap rate. It is only
through these steps that we can achieve an India where all the people have a fair chance to live
a healthy and productive life.
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“NO-NO” TO ISRAEL
In his Communist Manifesto Marx stated “history of all hitherto existing societies is the history of class struggle.” If we turn the
pages of history, we will observe war has been part of our lives. One such conflict is Middle East conflict which is continuing
since a century. For a really long time, the residents of the Middle East have lived amidst death and dread. The disdain of a
couple holds the trusts of numerous prisoners. The fanaticism is trying to erode peace by killing the innocent. Generally the
bloodshed occurs for establishing supremacy of religion, for land or sometimes because of being mere prejudice. Middle East
conflict is confluence of all these reasons.
The clash is between Jews who believes that the land of Israel is their birth right and Muslims who believes that Israel is their place of worship. Israel recognises the right of Palestinians to have their own state and to live in peace but Palestinians along with Arab countries do not recognises the Jewish state of Israel to exist. With UN intervention in 1947
the land of Palestine was divided into two, Jewish state and Arab state. It became a futile
attempt when Jews accepted UN partition but no Arab countries accepted it. With the
end of British rule in May 15, 1948, armies of all Arab states, viz., Lebanon, Syria, Iraq,
and Jordan, Egypt attacked Israel in order to destroy it but out of the blue Jews state
survived. This does not end here. In 1967, the dictator of Egypt, Gamal Abdel Nasser
Hussein, planned to destroy Israel. He also mobilised other Arab countries and
surrounded troops on Egyptian border. However, Israel attacked Egypt and Syria and requested the king of Jordan not to join
the war, but, Jordan did. Israel, then took control of Jordanian land, especially the west bank of the Jordanian river. After the
war, the Arab state went to Khartoum, capital of Sudan and announced their famous ‘NO’s which meant no recognition, no
peace, and no negotiation.
What was Israel supposed to do now? One step that Israel took in 1978, is that, it gave Egypt the area of land which was bigger
than Israel, and in lieu of this Egypt signed a peace agreement with Israel. Israel always wanted to do the same with Palestine
and wanted Palestine to recognise Israel as a Jewish state and promise to live in peace with it.
When in 2000, Israel proposed for peace and agreed to give Palestinians a sovereign state in
more than 95% of the west bank and all of Gaza. Palestinians rejected the offer and threatened many suicide terrorists into Israel. Meanwhile, the Palestinians were filled with demonization of Jews and daily repeated messages spread that Israel should cease to exist. Hamas,
Palestinian Islamic organization, motto is “We love death as much as the Jews love life”.
What will happen if Israel says ‘we will fight no more’? What will happen if Arab countries will
lay down their arms and says we will fight no more? Two things can happen, either there
would be peace or there would be destruction of Jews land. There are 22 Arab states in the
world then why cannot a Jewish state be allowed to exist? This is the contention of Middle
East countries.
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ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE FOR CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
Organisation Structure can be defined as simply the hierarchy of people and their functions. It directs that how various activities like task allocation, coordination and supervision are directed towards the achievement of organizational aims. It can also
be defined as the typically hierarchical arrangement of lines of authority, communications, rights and duties of an organization.
A charitable organisation can be defined as more of a non-profitable organisation whose main goal is not profit making, rather
doing charity and carrying out philanthropic works. It serves people’s interest.
Now, the question is, whether the concept of organizational structures is relevant for charitable organizations.
Yes. The concept of organisation structures is appropriate and relevant too, for charitable organisations as without a proper
organisation structure, the organisation will be nothing but a mess. A charitable organisation will have different departments
like that for local publicity (marketing), one for managing the social events, one for managing the incoming funds as well as

expenditures (finance). In the same way, the charitable organisation depending
on its size will have various departments. In order to maintain peace and
co-ordination among these departments and to reach the goal of public welfare
on time and with precision, one needs to have a specified organisation structure
in order to give direction as well as to divide authority and work among various
people so that the right man gets the right job. Hence, organisation structure is
important to reach the common goal of the charitable organisation on time.
Most appropriate organisation structure for charitable organisations
Charitable organisations are a perfect example for non-profit making
organisations. It does not look forward for profit and hence doesn't require a very hierarchical system. For charitable
organizations, what we need is more team work. So, the favorable type of organizational structure for charitable organisations
would be those which offer more teamwork. One can set up those kinds of organizational structures which offer more
teamwork by creating teams made up of board members, staffs and a group of volunteers. So, that we can orient them towards
specific tasks or projects and allow people to move in and out of the organisation easily. So, taking all these into view Matrix
Organization Structures seem to be the most suitable one for charitable organisations.
In this Matrix organizational structure, as we know, the
structure is set up in such a way that the traditional
hierarchical method is not followed and the relationships are
set up like a grid or matrix and hence, the name Matrix
organisation structures. In this structure the employees or
volunteers have dual reporting relationships i.e. generally
towards both functional manager and product manager. One
of the main advantages of this type of organisation structure is
that information flows across and upwards through the
organization and this helps in sharing of information and
helps speeding up the decision making process. Another
advantage is that individuals can be chosen according to the
needs of the project which is very helpful in the case of
charitable organisations. So, taking all these factors into view it is clear that Matrix organisation structure is the most suitable
organisation structure for charitable organisations because the main aim of charitable organisation is not profit. (But that does
not mean the organisation can survive without making profit). That is where this structure becomes even more efficient
because the goods and services which the charitable organisations provide can be easily organized using this type of structure.
As this structure is also good for profit making organisations it helps in making that little profit which charitable organisations
need for surviving. So, that sums it up and we can reach the conclusion that Matrix Organisation Structure is the best
organisation structure available for charitable organisations as of now.
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CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW: NEED OF THE HOUR
“The moment a person comes into this world, he starts consuming.”
Every individual is a consumer, regardless of occupation, age, gender, community, caste,
creed, religion or race. When we approach the market as a consumer, we expect value for
money, i.e., right quality, right quantity, right prices, information about the mode of use,
etc. But there may be instances where a consumer is harassed or cheated. Consumer
Rights and welfare are an integral part of the life of an individual and we all have made
use of them at some or the other point in our daily routine.
Every citizen of the country is either a consumer of goods or services or a consumer of
both. The ‘consumers’ should be in the strongest lobby in the country. Unfortunately,
because of lack of cohesiveness and lack of effective organization to voice their concerns,
a consumer in India has remained a faceless, voiceless, submissive and meek person,
accepting whatever standard of goods or services being offered, as his destiny. Things
may have changed a bit in favor of the upper middle class or the affluent consumers in
the recent years due to elements of competition and choice in the retail sector.15
Even the Preamble to the Constitution of India has incorporated that ‘we, the people of India, having solemnly resolved to
constitute India into a sovereign socialist secular democratic republic and to secure to all its citizens: justice, social, economic and
political’. Access to justice is recognized as one of the most important basic human rights today and it is difficult to avail most
of the human rights without the access to justice.
Rule of law is the soul of every civilized society. Law is a command of the sovereign that is
described as the language of the state. Hence, law has the same relationship to the state as that
of the language has to the society. Eventually rule of law with the passage of time is being used
not only to maintain law and order and also to protect individual interests but is also used to
protect the interest of the society and public at large to fulfill the ideals of the modern welfare
state. The interpretation and application of law is the function of judiciary in a democracy
country like India and main concern of administration of justice is to provide protection of
the rights to the people for the wellbeing of its subjects. In a society where consumers are made
victim of the unfair trade practices by the well-organized sector of the traders and businessmen
and as such the illiterate, ignorant and functionally weak consumer is to fight against the
powerful lobby of businessmen, the public interest litigation is the only answer is to protect
the interests of the consumers.16
Now, in order to protect consumer interest, there
are eight consumer rights as defined by the UN Consumer Bill of Rights, viz., Right
to Safety which includes protection against goods that are hazardous to life and
property; Right to information which insures that the consumers have the right to
be informed regarding the price, quality, quantity, etc., of the products they buy;
Right to choice emphasis on the fact that consumers should be provided with a wide
variety of goods to choose from; Right to be heard includes the right of consumers
to have their complaints heard; Right to satisfaction of basic needs which demands
that people have access to basic, essential goods and services - adequate food, clothing, shelter, health care, education, public
utilities, water, and sanitation; Right to redress also insures consumers have the right to seek redress regarding their complaints;
Right to consumer education gives the right of consumers to be educated about their rights and finally the Right to a healthy
environment where this right enables to live and work in an environment that is non-intimidating to the well-being of present
and the coming generations.
‘Consumer is sovereign’ and ‘consumer is the king’ are nothing more than myths in the present scenario particularly in the
developing societies. However, it has been realized that the consumer protection is a socio-economic programme to be pursued
by the government as well as the business as the satisfaction of the consumers is in the interest of both. In this context, the
government, however, has a primary responsibility to protect the consumers’ interests and rights through appropriate policy
measures, legal structure and administrative framework.
15
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Rajyalakshmi Rao, ‘Consumer is the King’ (Universal Law Publishing Co, New Delhi, 2009), p. 8.
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Consumer protection law is considered as an area of law that controls private law
relationships between individual consumers and the businesses who sell the goods and
services. In India, the Consumer Protection Act 1986 is a social welfare legislation and
it is a milestone in the history of socio-economic legislation in the country and the
main aim of this Act is to protect consumer from exploitation by unfair trade practices
and to provide a speedy, simple, timely and inexpensive redressal to consumer
disputes and complaints.17 Therefore, any consumer can take the support of the
Consumer Protection Act in order to get fair and reasonable justice.
17
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PROSTITUTION IN INDIA: LEGAL PROVISIONS
Prostitution in India is not per se illicit, but some of the acts cognate to Prostitution like soliciting in a public place, kerb
crawling, owning or managing a brothel, prostitution in a hotel18, pimping and pandering, are crimes19 under the SITA act (
The Immoral Traffic suppression act ) 1956. Though there is no legislation criminalizing prostitution completely, yet in reality
prostitution is considered to be illegal in India. Prostitution is not a modern practice; it was practiced by the Indians from
antediluvian times. In ancient times women who dance and sing in the palaces or regalement of higher sections of the society
are referred as Nagarvadhu(black and white photo below), in other terms "brides of the town". During the 17th, 18th and 19th
centuries Portuguese and British east India Company set up comfort zones for their troops too giving an impetus to
prostitution.
"When it comes down to this: the grocer, the butcher, the baker, the merchant, the landlord,
the druggist, the liquor dealer, the policeman, the doctor, the city father and the politician
– these are the people who make money out of prostitution, these are the real reapers of the
wages of sin”20 said by Adler poly, a female brothel keeper in the states. This shows that
prostitution has its own part in urbanization. Some of the studies show that religion not
only projects prostitution as a dark trade but additionally in its own way drags women into
prostitution giving it a religious touch. Prostitution at present is carried out in some of the
religious villages and cities under the denomination tag of "Devdasis" or "Jogans (colour photo)" or
"Temple prostitution". In this particular system, a women of a particular family would be culled and
considered as "coadjutant of gods". This is prevailing in many areas across the country (E.g.:-Mahaboobnagr, Telangana).
Prostitution is legal in some of the countries across the world. Sweden in 1999 passed laws permitting prostitution but
illegalized clients paying prostitutes. India on the other hand has regulated sex trade system almost 2,300 years ago. During
that time Brothels were strictly under the supervision of state and most of them were established by the state itself, for having
better control over the activities in Brothels. They have laws protecting both prostitutes and clients. Strict punishments were
awarded to clients if they disfigure or cause any injury to the prostitute. Prostitute would be drowned alive or burnt alive if she
kills clients. Though there is no equality shown among the clients and prostitutes one need to observe that there were not only
obligations but also rights for the prostitutes.
According to SITA Act, prostitutes can practice their trade privately and are forbidden to do their trade in heavily crowded
areas. A BBC article, however, mentions that prostitution is illicit in India; the Indian law does not refer to the practice of
selling one's own sexual accommodation as "prostitution"21 . The SITA Act prohibits prostitutes from trading anywhere
within the radius of 200 yards of crowded places. SITA Act was amended in 1986 and took form of PITA Act. In 1956 Act,
definition of offences committed by sex workers was not clear such as public nuisance and hence the charges to be framed on
the sex workers are at the whims and fancies of the officials. According to this act, if the call girls openly discloses and publicize
their numbers they would be penalized for 6 months and can even be fined.
18 "Prostitution: should the laws be changed?". BBC News. 2001-08-03.
19 "Section 7 in The Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956"
20 http://www.lawteacher.net/free-law-essays/contract-law/study-of-prostitution-historyand-current-effects-in-india-contract-law-essay.php#ixzz3xL6G8Upz

Prostitution is legal in some of the countries across the world. Sweden in 1999 passed laws permitting prostitution but
illegalized clients paying prostitutes. India on the other hand has regulated sex trade system almost 2,300 years ago. During
that time Brothels were strictly under the supervision of state and most of them were established by the state itself, for having
better control over the activities in Brothels. They have laws protecting both prostitutes and clients. Strict punishments were
awarded to clients if they disfigure or cause any injury to the prostitute. Prostitute would be drowned alive or burnt alive if she
kills clients. Though there is no equality shown among the clients and prostitutes one need to observe that there were not only
obligations but also rights for the prostitutes.
According to SITA Act, prostitutes can practice their trade privately and are forbidden to do
their trade in heavily crowded areas. A BBC article, however, mentions that prostitution is
illicit in India; the Indian law does not refer to the practice of selling one's own sexual
accommodation as "prostitution"21 . The SITA Act prohibits prostitutes from trading
anywhere within the radius of 200 yards of crowded places. SITA Act was amended in 1986
and took form of PITA Act. In 1956 Act, definition of offences committed by sex workers was
not clear such as public nuisance and hence the charges to be framed on the sex workers are at
the whims and fancies of the officials. According to this act, if the call girls openly discloses
and publicize their numbers they would be penalized for 6 months and can even be fined.
Supporting and stressing the need to recognize the rights of a prostitute, The Supreme Court of India stated that "What if
she is a prostitute; she is a woman and a human being too"22. “Society must have sympathy towards the sex workers and must
not look down upon them. They are also entitled to a life of dignity in view of Article 21 of the Constitution," Justice Katju,
one of the judges of the panel had observed. Supreme court bench of Justice Kabir and Gyan Sudha Mishra in the order dated
26 July 2012 stated that the panel would recommend to create “conditions conducive for sex workers to live with dignity as
per provisions of the Constitution Article 2123”.
In India according to the statistics there are 6,88,751 "registered" sex workers in the
country. There are several sex workers who are not registered, so it is arduous to give exact
figure of sex workers in the country. Mumbai, at present, is considered to be hot bed to
child prostitution. Most of the people started fortifying the legalization of prostitution
with an opinion that by legalizing prostitution government could curb the atrocities
against prostitutes and even decrease the number of women being trafficked. Lalita
Kumaramangalam, Chairman of National Council for Women (NCW) gave a statement
supporting legalization of prostitution as follows: “It is my personal and professional view
that sex work should be legalized but the commission must make an informed decision
and I am open to listening to all views. I will be using a lot of time next week to hold
informal consultations on the issue, talking to all advocacy groups and others to understand what their apprehensions are24.”
There are different opinions on the topic of legalization of prostitution. While some say by legalization government could curb
the trafficking, others say that it would just increase the atrocities against women. Shakti Vahini Ravi Kant criticizing the
statement given by the NCW chairperson said that Prostitution is an organised crime and Violation of Fundamental Rights.
No women joins this inhuman trade out of choice.
More than 95% of the women have been trafficked
and forced into the sex trade25."
There are no laws passed by the parliament of India
regarding the legalization of prostitution as there
are lot of pros and cons related to its legalization
and the fact that India is one of the countries with high levels of trafficking is making it
difficult to legalize prostitution.
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UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION- GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 66/117
Universal Jurisdiction had become an effective way to combat impunity internationally and ensure protection on humanity’s common
values. The principle waived the habitual rules of classical international law and appealed to the criminal justice of states.
- Burkina Faso’s Delegate
The legal principle allowing or requiring a State to bring criminal
proceedings with respect to certain crimes, irrespective of the
location of the crime and the nationality of the perpetrator or the
victim. It ensured that a State would take action, on behalf of the
international community, where a serious crime of international
concern had been committed, and other States which had
jurisdiction were unable or unwilling to act, and where
international courts and tribunals lacked the jurisdiction or
practical means to prosecute the perpetrators. Such an approach
was necessary to enhance the rule of law, meaningfully contribute
to peace among nations and ultimately bring justice to victims.
It was observed that the State in which a crime occurred (the territorial State) and the State of nationality of the perpetrator
(the State of nationality) would generally have primacy, in the fight against impunity, over persons, acts or things.
As a general rule, the exercise of such competence was limited to the territory of the State. However, the territoriality of
criminal law was not an absolute principle; international law did not prohibit a State from exercising jurisdiction
extraterritorially. In this connection, attention was drawn to the various bases for establishing criminal jurisdiction:
(a) the territorial principle (including subjective and objective territoriality);
(b) the nationality (“active personality”) principle;
(c) the passive personality principle;
(d) the protective principle; and then
(e) the universal principle.
Though the concept of universal Jurisdiction principle began primarily as
a means of maritime states to assert jurisdiction over piracy, but with the
need of the time its boundaries too expanded so that gradually it can also
encompass other egregious acts such as war crimes, genocide and torture.
As a result, two main by-products are generated. Firstly it has an
unavoidable implication for a range of other concepts like sovereign
equality of states, the immunity of state officials for official acts and most importantly who and when is entitled to exercise
such jurisdiction. Secondly, it has become a political tool clothed in a legal veneer to advance political interest, and that both
diplomatic privileges and will get infringe. There will be always a danger for under developed and developing countries to be
unduly influenced by developed countries. Since it’s a well-known fact that developed countries try to drive policies of less or
under developed towards their own will and benefit. Like when India was suffering with food crises and Mrs. Indira Gandhi,
then honorable Prime minister, asked aid from USA. It did supply food grains but in return forced India to reduce its currency
value.
The only way to reduce the bad effects of this principle is both the
scope and application needs to have a clear delineation. Like
Universal Jurisdiction should not be exercised by another country,
while judicial mechanisms were already in process in the country
where the offence occurred. A consensus based framework would
only serve to strength and reinforce its legitimacy where scope and
procedural are the pillars and an acceptable definition and
determination of applicable crime are the basis. That is needed to be
built as soon as possible. It will help us to reject the abuse and misuse
of indictment by a powerful developed country of a less privilege,
under develop country and will resist having the bitter taste of
colonialism again.

United we stand, divided we fall
So universal jurisdiction will help us to raise a voice together against genocide,
inhumanity, and most imply the upcoming intolerability dangerous terrorism. It will
also only strength law but will be a very successful strength law but will be a very
successful weapon against impunity. Several citizens are not getting their rights just
because they are a member of corrupted government’s country be it of any kind
dictatorship, democracy, monarchy or any other type. A lot of time since the victim
and the perpetrator belongs to different country lack of jurisdiction becomes a
hindrance for justice. As regard the former, attention was drawn to the establishment
of ad hoc criminal tribunals, of a diverse variety, as well as to the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court. Thus it is high time for us to think the world as a world
society rather than having country concept. With proper approach, a good diplomatic
relation will form within states which will further help the state to build a world
nation concept rather than a state nation concept.
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GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION OF CHILDREN IN INDIA
Most of us think that Poverty is the basic reason for Child labor prevalence in developing
countries such as India. But, this is not only the reason, surprisingly, the attitude of parents
and children also play a crucial role. These days, it is found that many children began feeling
that there is no use studying and therefore, they want to either sit simply at home or work
in some others houses. But the main thing is that
government also plays an important role in this issue.
The expected situation is that if we motivate parents
to send their children to school the government must
encourage those children in every field instead they are discouraging people. They are
not bothered about children who are coming to school. They do not educate children
properly. In fact, there are not many government teachers who attend their job on
regular basis.
The authors of this article have visited some slums and interviewed some children and teachers studying in government schools
and recorded their responses.
The physical conditions of the school are horrible in many cases. Some of them were not
doing anything but just playing at home. We were really shocked on seeing a child who was
15 years old drop out from class seven, playing caroms with his elder brother without going
to school. When we asked him the reason for not going to school he replied that his father
needs money to purchase alcohol. He said he used to work in a plastic selling shop where he
used to work for the whole day to earn Rs.70 per day. We
have visited a slum where, approximately there were 80
children of seven to eight years, instead of going to
school they were collecting plastic from garbage and
selling them to earn Rs.200 per day. They carried out
this work in their school uniform. The conditions where
these children went to collect plastics, was absolutely
unhygenic, for instance, children were walking in static
drain water. If this is the situation in just one slum, then
just imagine what would be the condition of children in the slums of the whole country? In
another slum, when we visited a government school, we found children playing in th
classroom during school hours. When enquired, we came to know that there was only one
teacher teaching to all the students in school. That teacher said that all the faculty has got
transferred and since that time there was no other teacher appointed in this government
school. Children complained that their teacher goes for her personal work during school
hours and so they started playing in her absence. And some of the children in the school

were just coming to have lunch that is mid-day meals which is provided freely by the
Government at School. When we asked students about their mid-day meal, they
said that that tastes good but when we saw that food it was not appearing to be that
tasty as said by the students. There was also no proper water to drink. Children said
that they go home to get water in between the classes and also said that there was no
worker in that school. There is no one to
serve the meal. There is no one to clean
the school premises. Even the
washrooms were not neat. In one of the
government schools we observed, that the school playground which should be
used by the children to play and recreate was used here by the private institutions
like Sri Chaitanya for parking their school buses and Municipality vehicles were
also parked there. This clearly signifies that the Government though provided the
land for the Schools but it is not maintaining that. There are also many situations
related to government schools like in
one place we have seen children themselves cleaning the school premises as there
were no servants or workers.
Children were cleaning outside during the class hour. There were government
teachers who come for salaries and were least bothered about the students. They do
not work but they stay there in the school premises. They even do not work as per
the government working hours. Many people think that child labor is making
children to work and parents also involve children in household work. People
always think about children who are not going to school then what about children who are attending these types of
government schools without any necessities? It is not just motivating parents and children about child education, government
needs to have a commitment in their work and need to patch up their present government school work. They must allot proper
faculty in all the government schools. They must also see that all the children get equal and regular basic necessities in the
school. We have Not only government organizations some private organizations are playing their role in educating children
and rendering their services al across the country. There are several NGOs working specifically for the enforcement of the child
right. These NGOs are making sure that the government schools are reaching the standards allotted to them. They are even
checking the statistics about school drop outs and also number of children getting enrolled in government schools yearly.
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PASSIVE EUTHANASIA – LOGICAL REASONING
INTRODUCTION:
A lot of people suffer from terminal diseases, which are not curable, and they have to suffer for the rest of the life with immense
pain and suffering. Euthanasia also known as ‘mercy killing’ is regarded as putting an end to the unrelieved pain and suffering
of a patient by taking the life of that person. , that’s the reason the legalization of euthanasia is being argued so that the patients
with no chance of recovery should not suffer in pain till they naturally die.
Euthanasia is when the patient’s life is taken by another person (a physician or medical
personnel) for the sake of the patient. In the case of euthanasia the patient is not denied the
right to life but the ill person is provided with a painless death instead of a painful death.
Therefore euthanasia is deliberately taking the life of the ill person or patient so that there is
less suffering. Euthanasia is varied from different types of killing as in this type of killing,
compassion is being showed to the ill person and it is an act of mercy towards the patient as
the suffering of the patient is relieved by a painless death.
Euthanasia can be broadly classified into two parts: (a) Active Euthanasia and (b) Passive
Euthanasia. Active Euthanasia is nothing but to put a terminally ill patient to death by using
lethal injection. Passive euthanasia is nothing but discontinuing the treatment when the life of the ill incurable patient is
dependable on it, this is only when the treatment is more
burdensome than beneficial. Passive Euthanasia is
considered more acceptable as the patient is allowed to die
naturally.
Legalizing Euthanasia would change the perspective of
human life and its meaning; it fundamentally changes the
understanding of ‘ourselves’. Birth and Death is
considered one of the two greatest events in a human’s life.
In a secular society the main objective should be to protect
the ‘human spirit’.
LEGAL ASPECTS OF EUTHANASIA:
India joins a couple of nations that are Belgium,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Switzerland and the United States of America in allowing some form of Euthanasia after the Aruna
Shanbaug case decided by the honorable Supreme Court. As outlined from the judgement ‘Passive Euthanasia is allowed in
exceptional cases after a review by medical experts and approval of the high court’ at the same time the court made it clear that
Active Euthanasia in which a patient is given lethal injections and life ending drugs is strictly not allowed. This is the first time
the Supreme Court has actually allowed any kind of Euthanasia.
The court in the Aruna Shaunbagh (see photo below) case held that under Article21 of the Constitution there is no right to
die or suicide and it is a crime under Section 309 of the Indian Penal Code . The court held that the right to life includes to
live with human dignity. In case of a person who has terminal illness and is in a vegetative state and is going through a lot of
suffering the court may accordingly permit to premature of extinction of the patients life in these circumstances and it is not
a crime. Euthanasia is considered only for those patients who are under continuous, unbearable and incurable conditions.
There are a few other secondary conditions that has to be considered before the patient is being judged for euthanasia that are
the patient must be of sound mind, and his or her request to die must be made voluntarily, independently and persistently.
After the judgment of Aruna Shaunbagh the scenario of Euthanasia in India has completely changed. The Supreme Court held
that Section 309 of the IPC is constitutionally valid in Gian Kaur’s (see photo below) case, according to me it’s time that it
should be deleted by the parliament as it has been become anachronistic. I believe that a person tries to suicide it is out of
depression and hence needs help and not punishment. It is recommended to the parliament to consider the feasibility of
removing the section 309 of the IPC. There was a clarification given by the court that the parliament would enact the law
regarding euthanasia and its judgment of active and passive euthanasia would be in force.
Legalization on euthanasia should be there as without a law no kind of decision with judicial order can be made. A lot of
humanitarian points have to be looked into and examined and only then the petitions can be allowed otherwise it will be used
as ‘an instrument’ to kill somebody.

Euthanasia is widely considered to be criminal homicide but in several countries voluntary passive
euthanasia is considered to be non-criminal. The death of the patient by the help of a physician
is termed as “Assisted Suicide”. Euthanasia if carried out without knowing the patients desire to
die and the condition of the patient does not allow to express the desire then it is non voluntary
euthanasia. For example child euthanasia, is considered to be illegal all over the world, but,
decriminalized under certain circumstances, such as Netherlands under the Groningen Protocol.
It is also considered valid and legal in Albania if three or more family members give their consent
towards the decision of euthanasia. Both forms of euthanasia are considered to be illegal in
Switzerland and assisted suicide is considered to be illegal if done for any selfish motives. In 1995,
Australians northern territory approved the bill regarding euthanasia and then in 1996, the
Australian government turned the bill down. In 1997 the Supreme Court of Columbia ruled in
favor of mercy killing but it is not gone into effect as the Columbian congress has to approve
the guidelines for it yet. In Mexico active euthanasia is illegal since 2008 but allows passive
euthanasia. Although in Norway active euthanasia remains illegal but the country has softened
the penalties if a caregiver takes the life of a person who is “hopelessly sick” and gives his/her
consent to such an act. Coming back to India the honorable Supreme Court of India has
allowed Passive Euthanasia under “exceptional circumstances”, though the court has made It
very clear that Euthanasia as an act and assisted suicide is considered illegal. The court also
stated that until the parliament forms or enacts a legislation regarding euthanasia the judgment
on active and passive euthanasia will be in force by the courts.
Rationale Thought on Aruna Shanbaug Case
Aruna Shanbaug was working at the King Edward Memorial Hospital, Parel, Mumbai as a nurse on 27th November 1973 she
was strangled and sodomized by Sohanlal Walmiki. During the attack due to deprivation of oxygen she has been in a vegetative
state ever since. She was being treated at the KEM hospital since the incident took place and she was kept alive by a feeding
tube. On behalf of Aruna Shanbaug her friend Pinki Virani who is a social activist filed a petition on the Supreme Court on
behalf of Aruna Shanbaug claiming “continued existence of Aruna Shanbaug is in violation of her right to live in dignity”. The
decision by the Supreme Court was made on 7th March 2011 and the court rejected the plea to discontinue Aruna’s support
for life but the court had issued broad guidelines for legalizing passive euthanasia in India. The Supreme Court decided to
reject discontinuation of Aruna’s life support was on the basis that the staff, which took care of her, did not support with
euthanizing her. She died from pneumonia on 18th May 2015, after being in coma for 42nd years.
The court had allowed Passive Euthanasia, by laying down important guidelines to prevent misuse of this provision and these
guidelines have to be followed strictly in every case dealing with such matters till the legislation is made by the government.
The guidelines to be followed in such cases are as follows:
• Any petition for Passive Euthanasia has to be filed with the relevant high court. The Chief Justice of the High Court should
constitute a Bench of at least two Judges who should decide to grant approval or not.
• Before taking a decision, the bench should seek the opinion of a committee of three reputed doctors to be nominated by
the bench. Preferably, one of the three doctors should be a neurologist; one should be a psychiatrist, and the third a
physician.
• The High Court Bench should issue notice to the State and close relatives e.g. parents, spouse, brothers/sisters etc. of the
patient, and in their absence, the next friend.
• The Court should supply a copy of the report of the doctor’s committee to them as soon as it is available.
• After hearing all the parties, the High Court bench should give its verdict.
• The High Court should give its decision at the earliest.
The Honorable Supreme Court also distinguished between active euthanasia and passive euthanasia further in the Aruna
Shanbaug case. The court says that active euthanasia is considered as a crime all over the world except in those places where it
is permitted by legislation. It is considered as a crime in India and it is illegal under Section 302 or Section 304 of Indian Penal
Code. Assisted suicide, which was discussed earlier in this paper, is considered a crime under Section 306 of the Indian Penal
Code. The basic difference between active and passive euthanasia is that a substance is used or something is practically done to
end the person’s life while in passive euthanasia something is not done that could probably preserve the patient’s life.

The court had defined Active Euthanasia by taking steps to cause the patient’s death, for example injecting a lethal substance
in a patient’s body which causes a person deep sleep in a few seconds and the person instantaneously and painlessly dies in this
deep sleep. The court also observed the difference between euthanasia and physician assisted dying; the difference that is
figured is who administers the lethal medication. In the case of euthanasia a third party or a physician will have to administer
It where as in case of physician assisted suicide it is been done by the patient itself by the advice of the doctor.
Rationale Thought on Aruna Shanbaug Case
In a concluding note, I would like to say that one has the right to terminate the life at will and it is subject to social, ethical,
and legal structures. The legalization of euthanasia is more of a subjective question than that of an objective one as it depends
more upon the circumstances and that particular case.
Euthanasia can be given only when the process of natural death has started. The person should be either in the Permanent
Vegetative State or in coma or is living with a dead brain. The consent to discontinue life support of the patient should be
obtained. In case the patient is not in a state to give his consent then the decision has to be
taken either by parents or spouse or other close person, it can be given by the person’s next
friend, it can also be taken by the doctors attending the patient. The Supreme Court of India
made a statement that only in ‘Exceptional Circumstances’ passive euthanasia is granted but
the court failed to define the exceptional circumstance.
Euthanasia is been a debatable topic for over a long period of time. Euthanasia is one of the
main reasons because of which all the legislatures and courts are facing issues. Life is a god
given gift no one has the right to take away this right but in the case of euthanasia the person
gets rid of his life who is in pain, who is fruitless and full of sufferings. The problem to the
solution is just not legalizing euthanasia but to judge and consider each case individually so
that there is effectiveness of legislations.
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COPYRIGHTS IN INDIA
Copyright is the legal right to be the only one to reproduce, publish, and sell a book, musical recording, etc., for a certain
period of time. In other words, the exclusive legal right to reproduce and publish, is a legal right created by the law of a country
that grants the creator of an original work, the exclusive rights for its use and distribution. This is usually only for a limited
time. The exclusive rights are not absolute but limited by limitations and exceptions to copyright law, including fair use.
Copyright is a form of intellectual property, applicable to certain forms of creative work. Under US copyright law, legal
protection attaches only to fixed representations in a tangible medium. It is often shared among multiple authors, each of
whom holds a set of rights to use or license the work, and who are commonly referred to as rights holders. These rights
frequently include reproduction, control over derivative works, distribution, public performance, and "moral rights" such as
attribution. Copyrights are considered territorial rights, which mean that they do not extend beyond the territory of a specific
jurisdiction. While many aspects of national copyright laws have been standardized through international copyright
agreements, copyright laws vary by country.
Typically, the duration of a copyright spans the author's life plus 50 to 100 years (that is, copyright typically expires 50 to 100
years after the author dies, depending on the jurisdiction). Some countries require certain copyright formalities to establish
copyright, but most recognize copyright in any completed work, without formal registration. Generally, copyright is enforced
as a civil matter, though some jurisdictions do apply criminal sanctions. Most jurisdictions recognize copyright limitations,
allowing "fair" exceptions to the creator's exclusivity of copyright and giving users certain rights. The development of digital
media and computer network technologies have prompted reinterpretation of these exceptions, introduced new difficulties in
enforcing copyright, and inspired additional challenges to copyright law's philosophic basis. Simultaneously, businesses with
great economic dependence upon copyright, such as those in the music business, have advocated the extension and expansion
of copyright and sought additional legal and technological enforcement or distribute the matter and form of something (as a
literary, musical, or artistic work).

COPYRIGHT IN INDIAN ACT
Copyright is a form of intellectual property protection granted under Indian law to the creators of original works of authorship
such as literary works (including computer programs, tables and compilations including computer databases which may be
expressed in words, codes, schemes or in any other form, including a machine readable medium), dramatic, musical and
artistic works, cinematographic films and sound recordings.
Copyright law protects expressions of ideas rather than the ideas themselves. Under section 13 of the Copyright Act 1957,
copyright protection is conferred on literary works, dramatic works, musical works, artistic works, cinematograph films and
sound recording. For example, books, computer programs are protected under the Act as literary works.
Copyright refers to a bundle of exclusive rights vested in the owner of copyright by virtue of Section 14 of the Act. These rights
can be exercised only by the owner of copyright or by any other person who is duly licensed in this regard by the owner of
copyright. These rights include the right of adaptation, right of reproduction, right of publication, right to make translations,
communication to public etc. Copyright protection is conferred on all Original literary, artistic, musical or dramatic,
cinematograph and sound recording works. Original means, that the work has not been copied from any other source.
Copyright protection commences the moment a work is created, and its registration is optional. However, it is always advisable
to obtain a registration for a better protection. Copyright registration does not confer any rights and is merely a prima facie
proof of an entry in respect of the work in the Copyright Register maintained by the Registrar of Copyrights. As per Section
17 of the Act, the author or creator of the work is the first owner of copyright. An exception to this rule is that, the employer
becomes the owner of copyright in circumstances where the employee creates a work in the course of and scope of
employment.
Copyright registration is invaluable to a copyright holder who wishes to take a civil or criminal action against the infringer.
Registration formalities are simple and the paperwork is least. In case, the work has been created by a person other than
employee, it would be necessary to file with the application, a copy of the assignment deed.
One of the supreme advantages of copyright protection is that protection is available in several countries across the world,
although the work is first published in India by reason of India being a member of Berne Convention. Protection is given to
works first published in India, in respect of all countries that are member states to treaties and conventions to which India is a
member. Thus, without formally applying for protection, copyright protection is available to works first published in India,
across several countries. Also, the government of India has by virtue of the International Copyright Order, 1999, extended
copyright protection to works first published outside India.
(A) Economic Rights:
The copyright subsists in original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works; cinematographs films and sound recordings.
The authors of copyright in the aforesaid works enjoy economic rights u/s 14 of the Act. The rights are mainly, in respect of
literary, dramatic and musical, other than computer program, to reproduce the work in any material form including the storing
of it in any medium by electronic means, to issue copies of the work to the public, to perform the work in public or
communicating it to the public, to make any cinematograph film or sound recording in respect of the work, and to make any
translation or adaptation of the work. In the case of computer program, the author enjoys in addition to the aforesaid rights,
the right to sell or give on hire, or offer for sale or hire any copy of the computer program regardless whether such copy has
been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions. In the case of an artistic work, the rights available to an author include the right
to reproduce the work in any material form, including depiction in three dimensions of a two dimensional work or in two
dimensions of a three dimensional work, to communicate or issues copies of the work to the public, to include the work in any
cinematograph work, and to make any adaptation of the work. In the case of cinematograph film, the author enjoys the right
to make a copy of the film including a photograph of any image forming part thereof, to sell or give on hire or offer for sale or
hire, any copy of the film, and to communicate the film to the public. These rights are similarly available to the author of
sound recording. In addition to the aforesaid rights, the author of a painting, sculpture, drawing or of a manuscript of a
literary, dramatic or musical work, if he was the first owner of the copyright, shall be entitled to have a right to share in the
resale price of such original copy provided that the resale price exceeds rupees ten thousand.
(B) Moral Rights:
Section 57 of the Act defines the two basic “moral rights” of an author. These are:
(i) Right of paternity (ii) Right of integrity.
The right of paternity refers to a right of an author to claim authorship of work and a right to prevent all others from claiming
authorship of his work. Right of integrity empowers the author to prevent distortion, mutilation or other alterations of his

work, or any other action in relation to said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation. The provison to
section 57(1) provides that the author shall not have any right to restrain or claim damages in respect of any adaptation of a
computer program to which section 52 (1)(aa) applies (i.e. reverse engineering of the same). It must be noted that failure to
display a work or to display it to the satisfaction of the author shall not be deemed to be an infringement of the rights conferred
by this section. The legal representatives of the author may exercise the rights conferred upon an author of a work by section
57(1), other than the right to claim authorship of the work.
Indian Judiciary Response:
The response of Indian judiciary regarding copyright protection can be grouped under the following headings:
(1) Ownership of copyright
(2) Jurisdictional aspect
(3) Cognizance taken by the court
(4) Infringement of copyright
(5) Availability of alternative remedy
(6) Rectification of copyright
Copyright Infringement:
Direct Infringement: Direct infringement is a strict liability offence and guilty intention is not essential to fix criminal liability.
The requirements to establish a case of copyright infringement under this theory are:
(1) Ownership of a valid copyright; and (2) Copying or infringement of the copyrighted work by the defendant.
Thus, a person who innocently or even accidentally infringes a copyright may be held liable under the Copyright Act of the
U.S. and under the laws of various other countries. The guilty intention of the offender can be taken into account for
determining the quantum of damages to be awarded for the alleged infringement.
Contributory infringement:
The contributory infringement pre-supposes the existence of knowledge and participation by the alleged contributory
infringer. To claim damages for infringement of the copyright, the plaintiff has to prove:
(1) That the defendant knew or should have known of the infringing activity; and
(2) That the defendant induced, caused, or materially contributed to another person’s infringing activity.
Vicarious Infringement:
Vicarious copyright infringement liability evolved from the principle of respondent superior. To succeed on a claim of vicarious
liability for a direct infringer’s action, a plaintiff must show that the defendant:
(1) Had the right and ability to control the direct infringer’s actions; and
(2) Derived a direct financial benefit from the infringing activity.
Thus, vicarious liability focuses not on the knowledge and participation but on the relationship between the direct infringer
and the defendant. Legal precedent for vicarious copyright infringement liability has developed along two general relational
lines. The first relational line involves the employer/employee relationship, whereas the second involves the lessor / lessee
relationship.
Internet and copyright infringement theories: The advent of information technology has made it difficult to apply the
traditional theories to various cyberspace entities and organizations.
These cyberspace players can be grouped under the following headings:
(1) Internet Service Providers (ISPs),
(2) Bulletin Board Services Operators (BBSO),
(3) Commercial Web Page owner/operators,
(4) Private users

THE FUTURE OF COPYRIGHT IN INDIA
The copyright laws in India are set to be amended with the introduction of the provisions for anti-circumvention and Rights
Management Information in the Indian copyright regime although India is under no obligation to introduce these changes as
it is not a signatory to WCT or WPPT.
With the amendment of the Copyright Act in 1994, which came into force on 10 May 1995, the situation with regard to
copyright enforcement in India has improved. According to Ramdas Bhatkal of Popular Prakashan, Bombay, "We had problems
of piracy relating to medical textbooks before the law was amended. At that time we found that while the law may be on our side, it
was necessary to get a court order for search and this meant that there was sufficient notice to the pirate to take defensive action before
the court order could be implemented. Therefore we preferred to accept the situation and did nothing. Since the changes which make
copyright violation a cognizable offence it has been possible to use the legal mechanism as a deterrent."
Section 64 of the Indian Copyright Act 1957 provides that "Any police officer, not below the rank of a sub-inspector, may, if
he is satisfied that an offence under Section 63 in respect of the infringement of copyright in any work has been, is being, or
is likely to be, committed, seize without warrant, all copies of the work, wherever found, and all copies and plates used for the
purpose of making infringing copies of the work, wherever found, and all copies and plates so seized shall, as soon as
practicable, be produced before a magistrate."
"Copying a book is similar to stealing somebody's jewellery. Large scale organized copying is like robbing a jeweller's shop or
a bank. But then, there is a major difference. In the case of a bank robbery the newspapers are full of sensational news and the
whole might of the State, especially the police, jumps in to catch the culprit, there is pressure of public opinion even on the
judge trying the case. The effect is electric.
On the other hand, in the case of a book pirate, the police justify their inaction by pointing
to murder dockets; the State deflects the desperate appeals of Copyright owners with
nonchalance and the judge sits with a `so what' attitude while the man on the street remains
in stark oblivion.
"The copyright does not protect the idea but it does protect the skill and the labour put in by
the authors in producing the work. A person cannot be held liable for infringement of
copyright if he has taken only the idea involved in the work and given expression to the idea
in his own way. Two authors can produce two different works from a common source of
information each of them arranging that information in his own way and using his own
language. The arrangement of the information and the language used should not be copied
from a work in which copyright subsists."
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KASHMIRI PANDITS IN INDIA – AN ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
Origin and Brief history:
The Kashmiri Pandits are a Brahmin community native to the Kashmiri valley, a mountainous range in the state in Jammu and
Kashmir. At present, they are the only Hindu community native to Kashmir. These Brahmins were the exceptions to the
changes around the 3rd century BC in which the traditional lines of Varna were blurred. Another notable feature of early
Kashmiri society was the relative high regard in which women were held when compared to their
position in other communities of the period.
WHY ARE THE KASHMIRI PANDITS FACING PROBLEMS?
The state of Jammu Kashmir has been under constant conflict since the time of partition of India and
Pakistan. India and Pakistan have till date fought three wars over Pakistan and this had had a great
impact on the society. India claims the administration of the Kashmir valley which is incidentally the
origin of the Kashmiri pandits. The large number of border disputes with Pakistan and China are
destabilizing the life of people in Jammu and Kashmir. Since 1989, over 50,000 people are claimed
to have died during the conflict.

The Kashmiri pandits are mainly facing problems because of the fundamental Islamists and militants. The Kashmiri pandits
are suffering from many consequences caused due to oppression on their entire community, such as, military harassment,
deaths, human rights violation, loss of security, disrupted schooling and displacements. Their health, overall well being,
survival and development are being challenged due to various attacks and disruptions in society.
One of the reasons for the development of these conflicts between the Kashmiri pandits and the radical Islamists in my
opinion, might be that it was a reaction to all the wars and riots happening in Kashmir over its territorialist claims. Kashmiri
Pandits being a minority become an easy prey as people are looking for someone to blame all the disruption on. The Islamist
groups may find it to be a way of obtaining justice for them as they believe that the situation they are in is in some way caused
by the Hindus.
ATTACKS ON KASHMIRI PANDITS
Exodus from Kashmir (1985–1995)
Kashmiri society became increasingly politically Islamized in the late 80s. This was partly
a result of the Afghan Jihad. The infiltration into the Valley and strengthening of the
hard-line Islamist extremist fringe within the Valley's Muslims put the Kashmiri Pandits in
an alarmingly difficult position. Kashmiri Pandits were never more than 3-4% of the
population of the Valley, but were over-represented in the cultural and educational spheres
and the bureaucracy. Even though Kashmiri Pandits were traditionally Nehruvian in their
political stance and steeped in Kashmiri culture, they were seen as Indian agents and even
Kafirs by the Muslim extremists.
The general Muslim community did not have any grudges against the Pandits; in fact some
Pandits and Muslim families had close ties too. This imbalance in the society occurred because the extremist voices were left
unchecked.
Who were these people who joined the extremist forces? What made them do so? These questions can be answered by
understanding the fact that most of the people who joined the Jihadi tanzeems in Kashmir were unemployed, local ruffians.
Their lack of understanding and easily swayable minds disabled them to understand what is right and wrong. Also, there were
hard working middle class boys who joined under the impression that it was a revolutionary duty.
Kashmiri schools saw kids aged 7-8, taking extreme steps in offending their fellow classmates who were Hindus. This tells us
the type of rhetoric little kids were exposed to at homes, which they were parroting in the school. This made people feel unsafe
in their own homes and pushed them to a point where
they decided to leave Kashmir.
On 19th January 1990 a local Urdu newspaper issued
declarations that the Kashmiri Pandits were Kafirs and
that the males had to leave Kashmir, or convert to Islam or
be killed. Those who chose the first of these, were asked to
leave their women behind so that they could be used as sex
slaves. The Kashmiri Muslims were instructed to identify
Pandits’ homes so they could be systematically targeted for
conversion or killing. Many of the Kashmiri Pandits
refugees have been living in abject conditions in refugee
camps of Jammu. Reports of killing of Kashmiri Pandits continued to pour in, bomb explosions and sporadic firing by
militants became a daily occurrence.
Explosive and inflammatory speeches being broadcast from the public address systems of the mosques became frequent.
Thousands of audio cassettes, carrying similar propaganda, were played at numerous places in the Valley, in order to instill fear
into the already terrified Kashmiri Pandit community. A letter said, ‘We order you to leave Kashmir immediately, otherwise your
children will be harmed- we are not scaring you but this land is only for Muslims, and is the land of Allah. Sikhs and Hindus cannot
stay here’. The threatening note ended with a warning, ‘If you do not obey, we will start with your children.26
Referred to content available at http://www.quora.com/What-is-the-story-behind-Kashmiri-Pandits-exodus-from-Kashmir
On 20.08.2015 at 12:26 a.m.
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1998 WANDHAMA MASSACRE
Wandhama is a small town near Ganderbal in the state of Jammu and Kashmir, which had a minority population of Hindu
Kashmiri Pandits. The Wandhama Pandits consisted of Pandits who chose to remain in their homeland despite the rise in
violence, as well as those Pandits who returned to the region from refugee camps in Jammu.
On 25 January 1998, 23 Kashmiri Pandits living in the village of Wandhama were killed
by unidentified gunmen. The gunmen came to their houses dressed like Indian Army
soldiers, had tea with them, and waited for a radio message indicating that all Pandit
families in the village had been covered. After a brief conversation, they rounded up all
the members of the Hindu households and then summarily gunned them down with
AK-47 rifles. The massacre was allegedly committed by Abdul Hamid Gada of Hizbul
Mujahideen and was timed to coincide with the holiest night of the month of Ramzan.
Gada was subsequently shot dead by Indian security forces in 2000.
After the massacre, the local Hindu temple was destroyed, as were the houses of the Pandits. The entire world has reacted with
shock and outrage at the incident. All the prominent Pandit organizations asked the Centre to dismiss the Farooq Abdullah
government in Jammu and Kashmir and demanded a fresh look to their "rehabilitation".27
ANALYSIS AND IMPACT ON SOCIETY
This particular incident is an extreme form of outrage against the Kashmiri pandits. It clearly shows the extent of bad relations
between two communities in the same state. The first question that comes to mind is: why would a particular community
engage in such high level of violence?
Looking at it from a sociological stand point, it can be understood that the society has a huge role to play in the development.
The Muslims and Hindus in Kashmir are constantly brought up to hate one another. This
encourages and guides them to blame each other for their sufferings. The state of Kashmir has
tight regulations which usually make a person fatalistic. Kashmiri Pandits are known to have
committed suicide to escape from the barbarous society. On the other hand the radical
Islamists are seen to be highly integrated to their groups and also known to be altruistic. These
constant up roars in the society have caused the citizens to feel alienated from the society and
according to Durkheim this causes egoistic suicidal tendencies in humans.
There is still a lot of frustration and friction left in the state of Kashmir and the people living
in Kashmir need to be seen with a different perspective in order to understand what impact
the society has had on them and to come up with effective means to cut down the conflict and
bloodshed.
Referred to content available at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1998_Wandhama_massacre
On 20.08.2015 at 12:30 a.m.
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REGULATORY INVESTIGATIONS TARGETING VOLKSWAGEN
It was on 18th September where the United States environmental protection agency has issued
a notice of clean air act to the Volkswagen group, who is a German automaker. The reason
behind this warning is that the automaker has designed a diesel engine where it emitted certain
particular emissions controls during the time of laboratory emission test. In the result they
found that the engine emits nitrogen oxide which is in limit and meets the United States
standards. But actually, in reality its output is forty times what it has emitted during the test and
by the time they got to know this programming has already been inserted in eleven billion cars.
This was found from a study of emission inconsistency between Europe and American models of vehicles which was
commissioned in 2014 by the international council on clean transport. It was more surprising when a group of scientist upon
research found additional emissions during live road tests.
As we know that Volkswagen which is a German manufactured product since 1975 is one of the leading car company in the
world and has got its cars in the top 10 cars of the world like Volkswagen golf, Volkswagen beetle, Volkswagen passat. Isn’t it a

shock if I say that the stock has plunged in value by a third in the same day immediately as soon as the
“Volkswagen emission scandal” was in news. Volkswagen agencies are the world’s largest automobile
makers, which is now involved in a biggest scandal in its seventy eight years history and now faced fine
upto$18 billions for cheating in emission test. Emission standards are the strictest in the world …what
about India now? Bharat emission standards are almost the same as Europeans. As India had BS3(bharat
standard three) it has recently asked to follow up with BS4.
These BS4 engines releases less carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide than BS3.
In India we now follow that all cars which are being sold in the 13 major cities like Mumbai,
Kolkata, Chennai etc. it is said that India used to have the same as Euro5 limit (European
standards) but recently the European standards has introduced Euro 6.
It is said that in India the emission standards are comparatively lower with Americans and the Volkswagen cars are little
bearable in India as it will take a few years for us to catch up with them. There is also a news that the road transport and safety
bill is not yet tabled in parliament. Until this is brought into law the issue of vehicles will remain uncertain. So the imagination
of the Volkswagen emission scandal in India is left to ourselves.
Volkswagen announced their plans to spend $7.3 billion on rectifying this issue by organizing
a recall campaign to rectify those vehicles.
But I feel it is impossible to do as many are already sold and also they are already charged by
$18 billion. I feel that India is not even fast though they say India is a developing country,
they follow the same euro emission standards and recently adopted BS4 which is equal to euro
5 but Europeans moved a step forward. When we were equal to euro 5, they have recently
moved to euro 6 whose limit is 0.08 g/km only. What about India now? And what about
other developing countries and this is the reason why Volkswagen has become the target of
regulatory investigations in every country.
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JUDICIAL RESPONSE TO RIGHTS OF MINORITIES
India is a country of various cultural groups. India is a secular state. There is no particular religion which is 'religion of state'.
India is keen to safeguard her cultural diversity. The Constitution of India ensures justice and equality in social, economic and
political issues to all the citizens of India. Freedom of religion is guaranteed to every individual in Article 25 of Indian
Constitution. They also have the right to propagate it. Practice of religion is regulated by the state only when it disturbs the
public peace. The Constitution of India nowhere defines what the term
'minority' is, but has adopted required measures to protect the rights of
religious and ethnic minorities and socially and economically disadvantaged
classes like scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.
Generally, the scope of minority rights is as follows:
1. To preserve the language, script or culture.
2. To establish the educational institution.
3. To administer educational institution.
4. To establish and administer according to their choice.
JUDICIAL APPROACH
The first courtroom attempt to define minority was made in Re Kerala Education Bill28 through S.R. Das C.J. It was held that
minority means a "community , which is numerically less than 50 percent" of the total population. The Kerala High Court in
A.M. Patroni v. Kesavan29, held that 'Minority' is any religious or linguistic community that is numerically less than 50 percent
of the State population and is entitled to fundamental right which is guaranteed by Article 30 of the Constitution. In D.A.V.
College, Bhutinda v. State of Punjab and others30, the Supreme Court said that "what constitute a linguistic or religious
minority must be judge in relation to the State in as much impugned Act was a State Act and not in relation to whole of India".
By Bramchari Sidheswari v. State of West Bengal31, the Supreme Court made it clear that the Rama Krishna Mission which

was founded by Swami Vivekananda is not a minority religion that is unrelated to Hindu religion, but is a religious sect and
thus is not entitled to claim the fundamental right under Article 30(1) of the Constitution. It was held by Chief Justice Kirpal
in T.M.A Pai Foundation v. State of Karnataka32, that religious and linguistic minority determined by the State and not whole
of India is covered under Article 30 of Constitution. It was held by the Court that the Central Government has to utilize its
power to identify minority groups considering social, cultural and religious condition that particular community in such State
in Bal Patel v. Union of India33.
The decision took in Azeez Basha v. Union of India34 is very important on the right conferred by Article 30(1) to establish and
administer educational institutions by minorities. The petitioner challenged the validity of the Aligarh Muslim University
(Amendment) Act, 1965 on the ground that the amendment denies the right of Muslim community to manage the University
established by the community. The Supreme Court went into the meaning of 'establish' and said that 'founding' is not only
the meaning of the word establish, but it also says 'to bring into existence. Keeping this in view, the court scrutinized the
history of Aligarh Muslim University. It was understandable that a Muslim minority put efforts, collected the money and
handed over the properties of Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College and Muslim University Association, the University owed
its birth to Aligarh Muslim University Act. Hence it was not 'brought into existence' by Muslim minority community. In the
latest case of Naresh Agarwal v.Bharat35, it was held by the Allahabad High Court that Aligarh Muslim University was not a
minority institution. The amendment made in effect to the statute of Aligarh Muslim University for reservation to Muslim
students was struck down by the court following the Azeez Basha v. Union of India36 case rulings.
It does not matter if the institution was found by an individual with his own means or the community at large contributes the
funds. From State of Kerala v. Mother Provincial, AIR 1970 SC 2079, it is made clear that the provisions given in Article 30
is meant for the welfare of the minorities by safe-guarding and promoting their interests. But in the case of State of West Bengal
v. Guru Nanak Educational Trust37 it was held by the court that it may be even by a philanthropic individual with his own
means in the interest of minority community.
The Gauhati High Court, in Arya Samaj Shillong v. State of Meghalaya38, held that the Arya Samaj Hindi Kanya Vidyalaya
School, Meghalaya is a minority institution . Arya Samaj is a linguistic and a minority community in Meghalaya and a distinct
entity. Thus it was held that changing the constitution of Managing Committee of the school would be unconstitutional and
invalid.
On the question raised, "Is there a fundamental right to set up educational institution and if
so, under which provision in the case of T.M.A. Pai Foundation v. State of Karnataka39, the
court answered that three articles of the Constitution come into play regarding the
establishment of educational institutions. The explanation given for these three articles is- the
right given to all the citizens to practice any profession or carry out any occupation, trade or
business under Article 19(1)(g) is also subject to the restrictions under Article 19(6). Right to
establish and maintain an institution for religious purpose, including educational institution
is given to every religious denomination under Article 26 of the Constitution. In addition to
these, Article 30(1) gives the right to all religious and linguistic minorities to establish and
administer an educational institution of their choice.
AIR 1958 SC 956. |
(1995) 4 SCC 464 |
34
AIR 1968 SC 662. |
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AIR 2003 SC 355 | 33 AIR 2005 SC 3172
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WHAT IS THE MEANING OF LIFE?
People are about as happy as they make up their mind to be

- Abraham Lincoln

As I am sitting in the examination table wondering about “what is life?”. I have realized the gravity of this question. I’m really
confused. Don’t blame the hurricane of the bewilderment this question has got me into, this is really deep.
Don’t blame for being so pointless because not even once in my entire being, have I ever stumbled upon such a question.
Of course, my dad, like any other elderly person, always taught me the Mantras of the life, but this morning, when I work up

frantically looking for the solution to my question, the first thing which I did was to dial up my father
“What is life, Pa”?, I said I freaking out my dad was never my intention but even my dad seemed to
remain speechless
My anxious mind and curious heart wanted to know the answer but the ear deafening deathly silence
was making me grow even more impatient.
I decided to put down my cell phone and ponder over this topic.
Apparently this question seems to be the most basic thing in the human civilization, but we the Homo
Sapiens, are ever busy ‘evolving’ that we never the stopped by, to think over the utility of all this façade. “To become better”
the grey matter in me reasoned.
But how can one decide that the form in which we exist today is better that what were a million years ago. This maelstrom of
rationales within was eating me.
But how can one decide that the form in which we exist today is better that what were a million years ago. This maelstrom of
rationales within was eating me.
I then looked up for the meaning of life into the most prestigious lexicon of all ‘The Oxford’ “Life is time gap between the
birth of a human being to its death”
I was completely stunned on reading this. The briefness of this answer was killing. I was becoming more impatient than ever.
I laughed at the creators of the oxford as even they did not cover the actual meaning of life.
But very soon, smirk on my face went away as I realized that I still did not have answer.
The boundaries of this question now were not only confined to my internal philosophy, but my whole existence was suspended
at this.
I was really sad and ashamed of myself. There was a void which this question had created within me and this void was infusing
a felling of sulkiness and gloom within me.
Dismantled to the core! I had head down and I was blankly gawking at the floor.
The floor was filled with minute dusty pieces of the sweet which I had the other day.
As I started to clean, from a very miniscule hole emerged an ant which had its sight on the little sweet piece.
The task seemed daunting but the ant was courageous enough to walk by my monstrous feet and pick that little piece up and
so it did.
Of course, I knew about the insane capacity of an ant to pick up really heavy things, but for the first time in my life I’ve ever
realized it. I created many obstacles in the path of the ant but it did not give up.
I am not a person of sadistic intention but this high spirited ant was really completing all the challenges which I was putting
forth.
This tussle between the two of us continued till the very end until the ant retrieved the piece to the hole. I had realized that I
had lost this battle to an ant.
I was really inspired by the bravery which the little creature put up with. Suddenly, all those theories about life which I had
gone through in my philosophy class suddenly began making sense.
The three controversial words of FriedRich Neustche indeed made sense. “God is dead”. He actually is. To my belief, we
human beings have been stupid enough to worship an inanimate object for the past thousand years but never realized that the
God resides within us.
It is the God within us who wakes up every morning so that we can go out and face new
challenges just like the ant did.
Just like the ant, our aim is to achieve some or the other goals which we
have set up for ourselves. And in my opinion all the courage that we
gather in order to achieve our aspiration is given to us by that single
“GOD” who resides within all of us.
Life is a journey which is full of all such incidents. We have our ups and
we have our toughs.
But how we deal with it makes us what we are. This feeling of taking actions, I mean, decisive
actions, are incorporated into us and sing God who lives within all of us.
In the end I came up to conclude that life is like a blank book where every challenge leads to
a new chapter.

THIS IS LIFE.

Nishant Bahuguna
BBA LLB, Semester 2
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WAIT FOR NONE – AN IMMORTAL TALE
“Hope” was born in the heart ,
a heart that had fallen apart !
A smile that had faded away ,
And the fake smile had a lot to say . . .
A mother who had lost his son,
A wife who begged to everyone ,
A sister who had no one to talk ,
A dog that loyally awaited his evening walk !
A son who dint know whom to go ,
to help him build his castle in the snow !
And a year flew by ,
and he was still alive ,
in their hearts ,
beaming with love and pride !
And his mother smiled away ,
His wife knew exactly what to say ,
His sister no more longed for pep talk ,
She fought her nightmares and was strong enough to walk !
The dog still went on his evening walks ,
the odor was missed ,
But no one talked !
And the father proudly smiled again ,
My son fought for the country ,
I meet him every rain !
No one stopped ,
Life still went on ,
they rebuilt their castle,
Fought the storm !
Life said it would stop for none ,
With the cry of the infant ,
His life again begun. . .

Miss Bijayalaxmi Das, BBA, LLB, Semester 3

RANDOM THOUGHTS
Values and principles, as such, have been put to use to mask the real and selfish intentions of their custodians. This unfortunate
practice has not only led to the subversion of these glorious creations of the human civilization but has also contributed to the
erosion of the people’s belief in them. At the forefront of this, has been the western world,
which driven by its avarice for wealth and power has not only maligned them but has also used
them in the destruction and the consequent enslavement of many a great nations. Although it’s
evident that this facade has been there for centuries but its revival in the modern times can
certainly be attributed to the western world. Pompous words like “freedom”, “democracy”,
“free trade” and “liberation” have been manipulated by them to forward and impose their will
on others. Their insensitive, inconsiderate and immoral behavior will not only be a blemish on
their record but the historical burden of these acts will weigh heavy on the conscience of their
future generations.
The “Sea of Poppies” authored by the eminent Indian writer Amitav Ghosh is a creation which
interweaves this sentiment with a breathtaking story and endeavors’ to reveal the other side of these nations. It shows to us that
how the British egged on by the Americans and in collusion with other European powers imposed opium on China firstly
through the deceitful "free trade” and then through wars “the opium wars”. Sadly enough these powers were never held
accountable for these actions as their masquerade of liberating the people of China was not only readily accepted but also
welcomed by the international community. In addition to moral, economic and social
degradation of China these powers also helped expedite the economic drain of India.
Coming to the characterization, the poignant depiction of Deeti, her afeemkhor
husband, kalua and jodu reveals the social dynamics of the 19th century India and
also shows to us that what economic deprivation can lead to. Furthermore the
characterization of the elite of the Indian society and the westerners who have settled
here is accurate, precise and realistic. The author’s description has not been kept
confined to their luxurious lifestyles but also uncovers their Machiavellian minds
always trying to secure their position, power and wealth. The author’s minute study
and his familiarity with the political ideas of that time stand to be appreciated as well
as studied in order to gain a deeper understanding of the 19th century world.
His ideas not only reflect the colonial past but also resonate with the contemporary times
where we are witnessing the revival of the old tricks and the concomitant effects of economic
decline. Today the western world finds itself in the very same situation in which the rest of the
world found itself to be at their advent as economic powerhouses and it will be interesting to
observe how they react to the changing circumstances so this book isn’t only historical but also
a depiction of the present and probably indicative of the future too.
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